Background Background Population Population--based studies of air pollution have shown an based studies of air pollution have shown an association with respiratory morbidity and mortality. association with respiratory morbidity and mortality.
PM PM 10
10 , SO , SO 2 2 and NO and NO 2 2 have been associated with increased have been associated with increased hospital visits and admissions: hospital visits and admissions:
Pneumonia, COPD exacerbation, asthma Pneumonia, COPD exacerbation, asthma
To date, the majority of research on To date, the majority of research on air pollution air pollution and and hospital hospital emergency room visits emergency room visits has been conducted in developed has been conducted in developed countries, and a limited number of studies have evaluated in countries, and a limited number of studies have evaluated in the developing countries. the developing countries.
Objective Objective
To explore the the association between ambient To explore the the association between ambient air pollution(PM air pollution(PM 10 10 , SO , SO 2 2 and NO and NO 2 2 ) and the ) and the hospital emergency room visits for the hospital emergency room visits for the respiratory diseases in Beijing, China. respiratory diseases in Beijing, China. 
Methods

Disussion Disussion
A transient increase in ambient PM10, SO2 and NO2 was associated A transient increase in ambient PM10, SO2 and NO2 was associated with an increased risk of hospital emergency room visits for tot with an increased risk of hospital emergency room visits for total al respiratory diseases. respiratory diseases.
After controlling the influence of two pollutants, the risk effe After controlling the influence of two pollutants, the risk effect of the ct of the other one air pollutant on the hospital emergency room visits fo other one air pollutant on the hospital emergency room visits for total r total respiratory diseases decreased. It indicates that the effect of respiratory diseases decreased. It indicates that the effect of the three the three air pollutants has interaction on the related health effects. air pollutants has interaction on the related health effects.
The results of u The results of unidirectional control sampling approch are differ from nidirectional control sampling approch are differ from bi bi--directional control approch. There would be bias about the time directional control approch. There would be bias about the time trends of exposure in the trends of exposure in the u unidirectional control approch, the results of nidirectional control approch, the results of bi bi--directional control approch are more reliable. directional control approch are more reliable.
